Enhance your Cortellis Competitive Intelligence subscription with access to the world’s most comprehensive Broker Research reports.

What’s the buzz on Wall Street about a company or drug you are interested in?
With Broker Research, you can quickly find out, accessing the research you need to support decision making.

- Find broker research about the companies, drugs, targets and indications you are interested in – indexed for drug development
- Support your dealmaking and competitive intelligence searches finding relevant broker reports alongside other Cortellis intelligence
- Search Cortellis for broker research reports that meet a precise set of criteria, using a number of parameters including: company, contributor, industry, date and report type
- Cortellis consensus drug forecasts summarize broker forecasts and now provide access to the analyst reports behind the numbers

Do you need to know what Wall Street analysts are writing about the companies and drugs you are evaluating?
Written by 1,600 contributing brokers, 30 of which are unique to Thomson Reuters, Broker Research offers authoritative analyses of companies, industries, drugs and global markets. Market-leading broker research, together with the broad and complete coverage of life sciences companies and drug development on Cortellis, provides the most comprehensive intelligence. Allowing you to make the right decisions, with confidence.

You can now add comprehensive broker research to your Cortellis Competitive Intelligence subscription. It is available as an add-on module to Cortellis. The reports, embargoed for an average of seven days from publication, provide unique insight, including forecasts and opinions from sought-after industry experts and sources not available anywhere else.

Thomson Reuters constantly looks to increase the breadth and depth of content coverage among regional and global contributors to our broker research collection.

Exclusive sources only available from Thomson Reuters include:

### PROVIDERS OF RESEARCH GLOBALLY:
**Americas source**
Barclays, Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley*, UBS*

**EMEA source**
Bank Vontobel
Investec
Iposema
Kepler Cheuvreux
Liberum Capital
Panmure Gordon
Renaissance Capital
Santander GMB

**Asia source**
BNP Paribas Securities (Asia)
China Knowledge
Financial
DMG & Partners
Securities**
ICRA Limited
SMBC Nikko (Japan)
Yuanta Research

Note: Representative list (November 2013), full list available upon request
* Morgan Stanley and UBS Embargoed Research is only available via a subscription through Thomson Reuters whereas it is available on a Pay-Per-View basis through other distributors.
** Denotes a historical contributor.

Access Broker Research through the Cortellis web interface anytime, anywhere. Easy-to-use searching, alerting, and exporting dramatically shorten your research time, allowing you to make informed decisions, faster.
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**THOMSON REUTERS REGIONAL OFFICES**

**North America**
Philadelphia +1 800 336 4474 +1 215 386 0100

**Latin America**
Brazil +55 11 8370 9845
Other countries +1 215 823 5674

**Europe, Middle East and Africa**
London +44 20 7433 4000

**Asia Pacific**
Singapore +65 6775 5088
Tokyo +81 3 5218 6500

For a complete office list visit: [ip-science.thomsonreuters.com/contact](http://ip-science.thomsonreuters.com/contact)
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